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Abstract—Climate considerations are essential dimensions in the assessment of thermal comfort and indoor environments inside Egyptian housing. The primary aim of this paper is to analyze the indoor environment of new housing in the new city of Assiut in the Southern Upper Egypt zone, in order to evaluate its thermal environment and determine the acceptable indoor operative temperatures. The psychrometric charts for ASHRAE Standard 55 and ACS used in this study would facilitate an overall representation of the climate in one of the hottest months in the summer season. This study helps to understand and deal with this problem and work on a passive cooling ventilation strategy in these contexts in future studies. The results that demonstrated the indoor temperature is too high, ranges between 31°C to 40°C in different natural ventilation strategies. This causes the indoor environment to be far from the optimum comfort operative temperature of ACS except when using air conditioners. Finally, this study is considered a base for developing a new system using natural ventilation with passive cooling strategies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The environment, building and energy are issues facing the building professions on a global scale. Buildings consume large amounts of energy for its operation [1]. Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are responsible for about half of the energy used in buildings [2]. In order to achieve thermal comfort inside a housing block in Egypt and to choose the best design ventilation strategies for that building, it is very important to know the actual situation of the indoor environment concerning temperature and relative humidity. Many researchers have conducted in studying thermal comfort in housing and conducted small and wide scale measurements so far: Riyadh [3] verified and examined climatic conditions in the residential area of Egyptian cities—the new city of Assiut. He made field measurements of the indoor climate of the houses, pedestrian pathways between buildings and streets around these buildings in three months of summer season and one month of the cold periods with an interval of two hours in order to take climatic conditions into account when designing new buildings. Medhat [4] investigated the possibility of enhancing the use of natural ventilation as a passive cooling strategy in public housing blocks in the arid deserts of Egypt. He investigates the temperature during four days of July at two-hour intervals. Wael and Steve [5] investigated the thermal behavior of new Cairo housing to enable appropriate solutions to be chosen at the early stages of design and to achieve low energy thermal comfort in dwellings. They investigated temperature & humidity during two and half months from June to the middle of August with 15 minute intervals. S.M. Robaa [6] investigated thermal comfort in buildings of Egypt based on a meteorological database. However, there is hardly any information available regarding the actual humidity and temperature for summer in indoor environments with 15 minute intervals in the new city of Assiut. In terms of climate, Egypt has a significant variation in climatic conditions; it is divided by the Egyptian organization for Energy Conservation and planning (EOECP) into seven different climatic design regions based on analyzing the climatic data observed at 45 meteorological stations across the country. Those seven climatic design regions are: Mediterranean sea coastal region, Red sea coastal region, Semi-moderate region, Semi-desert region, Desert region, Very dry desert region and Mountain region. These regions are significantly varied in the climatic conditions Quoted from Medhat [4].

Another additional climate classification was developed by housing and building research center (HBRC) in Egypt [7]. The classification divided Egypt into eight climatic zones: Northern Coast zone, Delta and Cairo zone, Northern Upper Egypt zone, Southern Upper Egypt zone, East Coast zone, Highlands zone, Desert zone and Southern Egypt zone [7]. This classification depends on operating temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind speed, altitude and solar radiation and also the physical topography of the country. However, this research will use the HBRC classification because it confronts the existing classification of bioclimatic building design in Egypt and has collected more details than EOECP. The purpose of the present study is to investigate thermal comfort in natural ventilated buildings with different ventilation strategies such as cross ventilation, one side ventilation & air conditioning with regards to the new city of Assiut. Moreover, data obtained will be compared with ACS, ASHRAE standard & building ventilation strategies in order to investigate the best ventilation strategy for...
this climate.

The new city of Assiut located on the eastside of the River Nile with a latitude of 27°3’N and longitude 31°15’E which is located north east of the Southern Upper Egypt zone. This zone is located along the River Nile from latitude of 24°50’N to 27°60’N. It has a maximum operating temperature and range from 39°C to 44°C and minimum of 17°C to 20°C in summer months. In the winter months the temperature varies from 25°C to 30°C maximum and 2°C to 4°C minimum. This zone has a global radiation range from 1000 to 1125 W/m² in summer and from 650 to 800 W/m² in winter. Fig. 1 shows the location of the new city of Assiut in the southern upper Egypt zone.

II. AN OUTLINE OF THE FIELD INVESTIGATION

The measurements were carried out within a period of one month in the hottest period of the summer and focuses on three days in July, with 15 minute intervals. The air temperature and humidity were measured by using temperature/humidity data loggers- Thermo Recorder model TR72Ui with small sensors, which were placed in 4 different locations; two bedrooms, living room and one unit was placed outside the house under the porch, inside an aluminum duct to protect it from extreme solar radiation. Each unit was placed in strategic place away from any thermal heat device or in reach of children with a height of 1.0 to 1.5m above the ground. The researcher conducted measurements for three houses in order to understand the effects of different types of ventilation on occupant thermal comfort, first using air conditioning in one of the rooms to study its effect on achieving thermal comfort, day and night natural ventilation (cross ventilation) in one occupied house with thermal load inside it and one side ventilation in two occupied houses with a different orientation. These variations of ventilation strategies were selected, in order to evaluate the effects of different strategies on occupant comfort.

Measurements were carried out in two houses of a family housing project (built in 2004) and one in an apartment of Youth housing project (built in 1995) as shown in Fig. 2. These houses are located in the new city of Assiut near Assiut city as in Fig. 3. The reason for choosing these locations was that the selected houses were occupied by low income people and built in different periods from 1995. These houses are often designed without sufficiently taking the climate into account. Factors such as the urban environment, site characteristics, orientation and choice of building materials, etc. are not emphasized. The authors used Adapative comfort standard in order to evaluate the measurement data with comfort temperature. Also, they used ASHRAE standards to understand the maximum and acceptable humidity values in an indoor environment.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Examples of Temperature and Humidity Profiles

Fig. 4 shows the temperature and humidity level for outdoor conditions located for the hottest days of the summer season (July). The maximum outdoor temperature is around 43°C during the day time with a lower humidity level of 4%. And the minimum outdoor temperature is around 27°C with a humidity level of 40%. Also, this graph demonstrates that when the temperature is high during the daytime the humidity level is lower. It is important to see the temperature distribution in an indoor space as a whole. But in order to understand the actual environment situation, three days of analysis is important. So that a clear pattern could be seen and it’s easier to compare the indoor conditions for three zones with outdoor conditions. Data for the hottest days include an outdoor environment in the hottest summer were also analyzed.

An example of the summer temperature and humidity profiles for the three cases in the three days is shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that indoor temperatures are lower than outdoor temperatures except during the night time.

It can be seen from the graphs that different ventilation strategies (natural ventilation & mechanical ventilation) have a significant effect on the occupants’ thermal comfort. Case 1: have high heat gain in the three rooms which make indoor temperature range from 34°C to 37°C except when using air conditioner.
This is due to the orientation of the apartment to the west which causes high internal gain with excessive solar radiation that is stored in the building facade. During the daytime, occupants tend to close the windows due to higher outdoor temperatures and open them during the night to achieve single side ventilation. In terms of temperature, only air conditioner units in the master bedroom reduced the temperature to an average of 8°C compared with the living room and the other bedrooms. Based on this measurement, it is understood that the air conditioner was used at nighttime most probably from 10 pm until early morning in order to sleep comfortably.

Case 2, there is no air conditioner installed in the house. And the occupants use cross ventilation by opening the windows and doors of the rooms during the daytime and nighttime. This causes an increase in indoor temperatures during the daytime with the same fluctuation patterns and closely like the outdoor temperature. The difference between the outdoor and indoor temperatures is 3°C during the day time. But during the nighttime the temperatures are higher than the outdoor temperatures due to high thermal mass inside the house. Also, there is no effect of the solar radiation from the roof, because the devices are located on the second floor and another floor above it. Case 3, single side ventilation is used in this house without any cooling device (air conditioner). Only two devices are used in the measurement because the third device is not working. It can be seen that the temperature does not fluctuate, due to thermal mass.
Heat is absorbed by the walls during the day and gradually stored in the building wall and roof. At night, even when the ambient temperature drops, the heat stored in the building walls need a longer time to be released back into the environment. The measurement devices are located on the top floor, so the house receives more solar radiation from the roof which affects the indoor environment.

In cases 1 & 3, the occupants tend to close the windows during the day time due to high outdoor temperatures, and use mechanical fans which cause heat that was stored in the wall and the ceiling to circulate down. Givoni [8] states that by increasing indoor air speed by internal fans this extend the indoor comfort range, without elevating the indoor temperature. As for the humidity level, there are huge fluctuations with higher humidity levels than outside. This is because the occupants practice different activities in the zones. Concerning occupant feeling, people feel uncomfortable and very hot in the three cases except using air condition.

It was found that ventilation strategies using natural ventilation cause huge temperature swings in indoor spaces that sometimes matched the outdoor climate conditions. But using air condition (cooling strategies), this could provide the best possible indoor climate condition for occupants.


In terms of thermal comfort, ASHRAE standard 55 [9] is regulated at highest acceptable humidity value (absolute humidity: 12 g/kg) and have no lowest acceptable humidity value. Arundel [10] proposed that low or high humidity affects strongly health effects and the optimum humidity level for minimizing adverse effects is between 40% & 60%. Therefore, the humidity environment in the living room and the bedroom is very important.
Fig. 6 (b) Temperature and humidity conditions in case 1 with air conditioner (right) and in the hottest days of July

The temperature and humidity conditions of each case are plotted in the psychrometric chart for the hottest days in the summer season as shown in Figs. 6 & 7.

In summer, the most absolute humidity in all of the investigated cases fell below the ASHRAE maximum acceptable humidity value of 12 g/kg. It is clear that the majority of the investigated cases were very far from the summer comfort zone. But when using an air conditioner, the indoor environment become near or within the comfort zone. Thus, the cases investigated could not achieve a thermal comfort environment in the summer period when using natural ventilation without using cooling strategies in these houses due to high temperatures.

Fig. 7 (a) Temperature and humidity conditions in case 2

Recently, ASHRAE recognized that the conditions required for thermal comfort in spaces that are naturally conditioned are not necessarily the same as those required for other indoor spaces. And so, a new ACS for naturally ventilated buildings has been proposed to be integrated within ASHRAE Standard 55 [9]. The above standard is based on a number of experimental studies conducted globally [11]. In the ACS, the 80% and 90% acceptability limits of indoor operative temperature are proposed as a function of mean monthly outdoor air temperature. Since this paper attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of natural ventilation strategies, the above ACS is considered to be one of the most appropriate criteria for the evaluation of the thermal environment.

In the ACS the mean monthly outdoor air temperature determines the acceptable indoor operative temperature. This relationship is expressed by the following formula:

\[ T_{\text{comf}} = 0.31 T_{\text{out}} + 17.8 \]

where \( T_{\text{comf}} \) is the optimum comfort operative temperature in °C and \( T_{\text{out}} \) is the mean monthly outdoor air temperature in °C. Further, the 90% acceptability limits of indoor operative temperature were calculated as follows [11]:

\[ 90\%\text{acceptability limits} = T_{\text{comf}} \pm 2.5 \, ^\circ\text{C} \]

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that:

a) In case 1 (located at the Youth housing project), the difference between the internal air temperature of 90% acceptability limits of ACS are very far below single side ventilation strategy except using an air conditioner. This is because high heat gain for an indoor environment and inadequate ventilation enters the house. But when using an air conditioner (mechanical ventilation), the indoor temperature decreases to be within the comfort limit.
b) In case 2 (located at the Family housing project), the difference between the internal air temperature of 90% acceptability limits of ACS are far from the actual indoor temperatures. The difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures are either equal to or less than 3°C during day time. Because, when the occupant opens the windows during the day and night the outdoor high temperatures affect the indoor environment.

c) In case 3 (located at the Family housing project), the difference between the internal air temperature of 90% acceptability limits of ACS are far from the actual indoor temperatures. This is due to high thermal mass inside the zones.

It can be concluded that only using natural ventilation through single side ventilation & cross ventilation scenario, leads to discomfort for an indoor environment with a big difference than the optimum comfort operative temperature. Contrary to, air conditioners (cooling ventilation) helps to achieve optimum comfort temperature ($T_{comf}$) with high energy consumption.

C. Bioclimatic Chart for Building Design Strategies

The bioclimatic chart is used to indicate the different strategies that can be used for building in different climates. This helps designers and architectures to consider the climate when designing new buildings. When analysis the bioclimatic chart for building design strategies; a point with an average minimum temperature for one month by the maximum relative humidity is connected by a point with maximum temperature by minimum relative humidity. The zones crossed by the lines plotted indicate the strategies that may be appropriate for that climate and that helps to reduce the cost and energy consumption in that building [12]. Fig. 8 shows the monthly minimum and maximum points plotted for the three months of May, June & July 2012 on the bioclimatic chart. This shows that the measurement data for the summer season of (May, June & July) located within the boundaries of natural ventilation and evaporative cooling. As a result, this strategy is suitable for buildings in that climate.

![Fig. 8 The bioclimatic chart for building design strategies located on it (May, June & July) 2012](image)

IV. CONCLUSION

The most important outcome of the analysis is that it provides engineers and landscape architects the required information about the real situation of the climate in Egypt and thermal comfort information for design strategies. The following are the key findings of this study:

1. The natural ventilation strategies for analyzed building are not currently suitable for achieving comfort for occupants.
2. According to Adaptive comfort standards and ASHRAE standards, the case study design analyses are very far from the optimum comfort operative temperature and the comfort zone. As a result, cross ventilation and single side ventilation with only natural ventilation was not effective for the current buildings in this climate.
3. The current state of high temperatures for indoor environments in the houses of the new city of Assiut in Egypt indicated that serious problems of discomfort generally exist in new housing projects in Egypt. Furthermore, this study provided a valuable database for indoor environment with building envelope (furnishing, material) and building equipment as well as occupant behavior and thermal load in the summer periods, in order to search for a cheap and effective solution for new Egyptian houses.
4. However it was found from the bioclimatic chart for building strategies, the strategies that may be appropriate for that climate is evaporative cooling and natural ventilation. This helps to decrease the cost need for cooling and energy consumption.
5. According to HBRC [7] the Southern Upper Egypt zone has a larger part of hot dry summer months, which need direct evaporative cooling (28.00%) and natural ventilation cooling (18.66%) to maintain thermal comfort.
6. Since there is a strong need for natural ventilation with
evaporative cooling strategies, future work will be aimed to use this strategy to achieve occupant thermal comfort. Finally, this study is considered a base for developing a new system using natural ventilation with passive evaporative cooling strategies.
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